Puncture free operation every shift
SG Revolution tyres provide the perfect solution for wheeled excavators working in waste,
demolition and recycling applications where there is a high chance of tyre damage and punctures.
The unique design and manufacture of SG Revolutions will ensure downtime is a thing of the past
by eliminating flats, punctures and repairs. What’s more they provide excellent traction in harsh
environments and will also return more serviceable tread life than standard tyres or tyres with fill.
Distributed exclusively in Europe by ITWS the tyres are easy to install and there is a wide choice to fit
all makes and sizes of machine.

Smooth operation thanks to rubber spacers

ITWS helped to pioneer a solution for a rubber spacer to work
effectively with SG Revolution tyres for wheeled excavators.
Working in conjunction with an engineering partner we helped
to design and develop the spacer to eliminate rubble, obstacles
and general dirt from clogging the machines tyres. Tested with
customers in a variety of applications before release, the spacer
design is working successfully.

Lower operating costs, increase your productivity

When you invest in SG Revolution tyres you can rest assured that
your machine will spend more time doing the jobs it’s meant to
do. No expensive tyre replacements and no interruptions to your
business due to tyre repairs will help your operating costs decrease
and your work rate increase. Totally wear resistant SG Revolution
tyres are designed to resists cuts and tears from obstructions,
whilst the tough rubber compound is designed for durability and
long life.

Service Exchange

Our innovative Service Exchange programme – unique to ITWS
- has been designed to make life easier on site when it comes to
replacing tyres. Simply call us and we will come on site to swap
your old tyres and rims for a set of new tyres and our exchange rims
– which will have been refurbished to the highest standards. We’ll
be gone in a couple of hours meaning your machine can get back
to doing what it does best.

Special offers from the experts in super cushion tyre technology
Please call us for details of our amazing offers on SG Revolution skid steer tyres. It could be the best
call you make!
Unit E9, Aspul Court, Moss Industrial Estate,
Leigh, Lancashire, WN7 3PT
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